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Pre-algebra with Pizzazz! Series Nov 01 2022
Luke Warm, Thought Drunk Mar 13 2021 "I make rich men richer
by strangling all life out of the words before sending them off on a
barely seaworthy boat bound for the seven seas of commerce."
With one exhaustingly awkward day of the conference finally at
an end, he's looking for something-anything, really-to read. Ink's a
freelance-turned-career journalist from Punch-Line, Idaho, with a
rapidly shrinking vocabulary, which he fears is another unlabeled
side effect of his banking beat. And as if disappearing words
weren't enough, he's also been diagnosed with high cholesterol,
which apparently is the culprit behind his slothfulness,
diminished fielding skills on the softball diamond, and overall
hyperactive lack of creativity. But. He doesn't want to make it
sound all bad. He has a beautiful wife, three kids, health
insurance. 401K. Ink just wants something to read and a room
without mirrors. Above his ransacked drawer of XL undershirts,
he finds a Gideon's Bible, not surprisingly, but quickly realizes it's
all become desperate-a titanic surprise. Vocabulary words are
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vocabulary words, he tells himself. The Bible opens to the book of
Luke, and he reads himself into enough words to tell his own
story in a new way. In what becomes a journal or a daily
devotional of sorts ("to be sipped like port wine"), Ink interacts
with each verse-about Angels; Jesus's birth, death, resurrection;
God's hand; suffering; politics; heartache; laugher; blah, blah,
blah; life-like he would digest and rework a balance sheet and
quarterly conference call for the busy banking exec., all that
dance. It all boils down to math or verbiage or cause-and-effect,
and really what to tell the kids about why dad is acting so strange
and whether life imitates these scriptures or whether these
scriptures are just imitating this puzzling, lackluster, whiny-he
forgets the perfect word-existence.
Glencoe Math Accelerated, Student Edition Nov 28 2019 The
Glencoe Math Accelerated Student Edition prepares students for
the rigor of algebra.
How Not to Be Wrong Jan 23 2022 The columnist for Slate's
popular "Do the Math" celebrates the logical, illuminating nature
of math in today's world, sharing in accessible language
mathematical approaches that demystify complex and everyday
problems.
A Quick Steep Climb Up Linear Algebra Aug 06 2020 A Quick
Steep Climb Up Lienar Algebra - and its companion site
"allthemath" - are completely-and-forever-free-and-open-source
educational materials dedicated to the mathematics that budding
computer science practitioners actually need to know. They
feature the fun and addictive teaching of award-winning lecturer
Dr. Stephen Davies of the University of Mary Washington in
Fredericksburg, Virginia!
Fiske WordPower Oct 20 2021 The Exclusive Method You Can
Use to Learn—Not Just Memorize—Essential Words A powerful
vocabulary expands your world of opportunity. Building your
word power will help you write more effectively, communicate
clearly, score higher on standardized tests like the SAT, ACT, or
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GRE, and be more confident and persuasive in everything you do.
Using the exclusive Fiske method, you will not just memorize
words, but truly learn their meanings and how to use them
correctly. This knowledge will stay with you longer and be easier
to recall—and it doesn't take any longer than less-effective
memorization. How does it work? This book uses a simple threepart system: 1. Patterns: Words aren't arranged randomly or
alphabetically, but in similar groups based on meaning and origin
that make words easier to remember over time. 2. Deeper
Meanings, More Examples: Full explanations—not just brief
definitions—of what the words mean, plus multiple examples of
the words in sentences. 3. Quick Activities: Frequent short
quizzes help you test how much you've learned, while helping
your brain internalize their meanings.
Expert C Programming Sep 26 2019 Software -- Programming
Languages.
Understanding and Using Linear Programming Feb 21 2022 The
book is an introductory textbook mainly for students of computer
science and mathematics. Our guiding phrase is "what every
theoretical computer scientist should know about linear
programming". A major focus is on applications of linear
programming, both in practice and in theory. The book is concise,
but at the same time, the main results are covered with complete
proofs and in sufficient detail, ready for presentation in class. The
book does not require more prerequisites than basic linear
algebra, which is summarized in an appendix. One of its main
goals is to help the reader to see linear programming "behind the
scenes".
One-hundred Problems Involving the Number 100 Jul 25
2019 "Math educators always seek great problems and tasks for
the classroom, and this collection contains many that could be
used in various grades. By using this book, the reader will
understand ways that great problems can be used to encourage
student participation and to promote powerful mathematical
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ideas. In addition, suggestions for how problems can be presented
in the classroom will provide professional development to
teachers in the form of effective routines for promoting problem
solving. This book would be both a fun read for NTCM's
membership"-A Good Girl's Guide to Murder Jul 29 2022 THE MUST-READ
MULTIMILLION BESTSELLING MYSTERY SERIES• Everyone is
talking about A Good Girl's Guide to Murder! With shades of
Serial and Making a Murderer this is the story about an
investigation turned obsession, full of twists and turns and with
an ending you'll never expect. Everyone in Fairview knows the
story. Pretty and popular high school senior Andie Bell was
murdered by her boyfriend, Sal Singh, who then killed himself. It
was all anyone could talk about. And five years later, Pip sees how
the tragedy still haunts her town. But she can't shake the feeling
that there was more to what happened that day. She knew Sal
when she was a child, and he was always so kind to her. How
could he possibly have been a killer? Now a senior herself, Pip
decides to reexamine the closed case for her final project, at first
just to cast doubt on the original investigation. But soon she
discovers a trail of dark secrets that might actually prove Sal
innocent . . . and the line between past and present begins to
blur. Someone in Fairview doesn't want Pip digging around for
answers, and now her own life might be in danger. And don't miss
the sequel, Good Girl, Bad Blood! "The perfect nail-biting
mystery." --Natasha Preston, #1 New York Times bestselling
author
The Diary of a Young Girl Dec 10 2020 THE DEFINITIVE
EDITION • Discovered in the attic in which she spent the last
years of her life, Anne Frank’s remarkable diary has since become
a world classic—a powerful reminder of the horrors of war and an
eloquent testament to the human spirit. Updated for the 75th
Anniversary of the Diary’s first publication with a new
introduction by Nobel Prize–winner Nadia Murad “The single
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most compelling personal account of the Holocaust ... remains
astonishing and excruciating.”—The New York Times Book
Review In 1942, with Nazis occupying Holland, a thirteen-year-old
Jewish girl and her family fled their home in Amsterdam and went
into hiding. For the next two years, until their whereabouts were
betrayed to the Gestapo, they and another family lived cloistered
in the “Secret Annex” of an old office building. Cut off from the
outside world, they faced hunger, boredom, the constant cruelties
of living in confined quarters, and the ever-present threat of
discovery and death. In her diary Anne Frank recorded vivid
impressions of her experiences during this period. By turns
thoughtful, moving, and amusing, her account offers a fascinating
commentary on human courage and frailty and a compelling selfportrait of a sensitive and spirited young woman whose promise
was tragically cut short.
The Data Science Design Manual Sep 06 2020 This engaging and
clearly written textbook/reference provides a must-have
introduction to the rapidly emerging interdisciplinary field of data
science. It focuses on the principles fundamental to becoming a
good data scientist and the key skills needed to build systems for
collecting, analyzing, and interpreting data. The Data Science
Design Manual is a source of practical insights that highlights
what really matters in analyzing data, and provides an intuitive
understanding of how these core concepts can be used. The book
does not emphasize any particular programming language or
suite of data-analysis tools, focusing instead on high-level
discussion of important design principles. This easy-to-read text
ideally serves the needs of undergraduate and early graduate
students embarking on an “Introduction to Data Science” course.
It reveals how this discipline sits at the intersection of statistics,
computer science, and machine learning, with a distinct heft and
character of its own. Practitioners in these and related fields will
find this book perfect for self-study as well. Additional learning
tools: Contains “War Stories,” offering perspectives on how data
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science applies in the real world Includes “Homework Problems,”
providing a wide range of exercises and projects for self-study
Provides a complete set of lecture slides and online video lectures
at www.data-manual.com Provides “Take-Home Lessons,”
emphasizing the big-picture concepts to learn from each chapter
Recommends exciting “Kaggle Challenges” from the online
platform Kaggle Highlights “False Starts,” revealing the subtle
reasons why certain approaches fail Offers examples taken from
the data science television show “The Quant Shop”
(www.quant-shop.com)
Mathematics for Computer Science Nov 20 2021 This book
covers elementary discrete mathematics for computer science
and engineering. It emphasizes mathematical definitions and
proofs as well as applicable methods. Topics include formal logic
notation, proof methods; induction, well-ordering; sets, relations;
elementary graph theory; integer congruences; asymptotic
notation and growth of functions; permutations and combinations,
counting principles; discrete probability. Further selected topics
may also be covered, such as recursive definition and structural
induction; state machines and invariants; recurrences; generating
functions.
Parents' Magazine Oct 08 2020
The Equation that Couldn't Be Solved May 03 2020 What do
Bach's compositions, Rubik's Cube, the way we choose our mates,
and the physics of subatomic particles have in common? All are
governed by the laws of symmetry, which elegantly unify
scientific and artistic principles. Yet the mathematical language
of symmetry-known as group theory-did not emerge from the
study of symmetry at all, but from an equation that couldn't be
solved. For thousands of years mathematicians solved
progressively more difficult algebraic equations, until they
encountered the quintic equation, which resisted solution for
three centuries. Working independently, two great prodigies
ultimately proved that the quintic cannot be solved by a simple
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formula. These geniuses, a Norwegian named Niels Henrik Abel
and a romantic Frenchman named Évariste Galois, both died
tragically young. Their incredible labor, however, produced the
origins of group theory. The first extensive, popular account of
the mathematics of symmetry and order, The Equation That
Couldn't Be Solved is told not through abstract formulas but in a
beautifully written and dramatic account of the lives and work of
some of the greatest and most intriguing mathematicians in
history.
I Am a Strange Loop Mar 01 2020 An original, endlessly thoughtprovoking, and controversial look at the nature of consciousness
and identity argues that the key to understanding selves and
consciousness is the "strange loop," a special kind of abstract
feedback loop inhabiting our brains.
The Nuts and Bolts of College Writing Jul 17 2021 This
"worthy successor to Strunk and White" now features an
expanded style guide covering a wider range of citation cases,
complete with up-to-date formats for Chicago, MLA, and APA
styles.
Mathematical Writing Apr 25 2022 This book will help those
wishing to teach a course in technical writing, or who wish to
write themselves.
Algebra I For Dummies May 27 2022 Algebra I For Dummies, 2nd
Edition (9780470559642) is now being published as Algebra I For
Dummies, 2nd Edition (9781119293576). While this version
features an older Dummies cover and design, the content is the
same as the new release and should not be considered a different
product. Factor fearlessly, conquer the quadratic formula, and
solve linear equations There's no doubt that algebra can be easy
to some while extremely challenging to others. If you're vexed by
variables, Algebra I For Dummies, 2nd Edition provides the plainEnglish, easy-to-follow guidance you need to get the right solution
every time! Now with 25% new and revised content, this easy-tounderstand reference not only explains algebra in terms you can
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understand, but it also gives you the necessary tools to solve
complex problems with confidence. You'll understand how to
factor fearlessly, conquer the quadratic formula, and solve linear
equations. Includes revised and updated examples and practice
problems Provides explanations and practical examples that
mirror today's teaching methods Other titles by Sterling: Algebra
II For Dummies and Algebra Workbook For Dummies Whether
you're currently enrolled in a high school or college algebra
course or are just looking to brush-up your skills, Algebra I For
Dummies, 2nd Edition gives you friendly and comprehensible
guidance on this often difficult-to-grasp subject.
The Brain That Changes Itself Oct 27 2019 “Fascinating. Doidge’s
book is a remarkable and hopeful portrait of the endless
adaptability of the human brain.”—Oliver Sacks, MD, author of
The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat What is neuroplasticity?
Is it possible to change your brain? Norman Doidge’s inspiring
guide to the new brain science explains all of this and more An
astonishing new science called neuroplasticity is overthrowing
the centuries-old notion that the human brain is immutable, and
proving that it is, in fact, possible to change your brain.
Psychoanalyst, Norman Doidge, M.D., traveled the country to
meet both the brilliant scientists championing neuroplasticity, its
healing powers, and the people whose lives they’ve
transformed—people whose mental limitations, brain damage or
brain trauma were seen as unalterable. We see a woman born
with half a brain that rewired itself to work as a whole, blind
people who learn to see, learning disorders cured, IQs raised,
aging brains rejuvenated, stroke patients learning to speak,
children with cerebral palsy learning to move with more grace,
depression and anxiety disorders successfully treated, and
lifelong character traits changed. Using these marvelous stories
to probe mysteries of the body, emotion, love, sex, culture, and
education, Dr. Doidge has written an immensely moving, inspiring
book that will permanently alter the way we look at our brains,
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human nature, and human potential.
Introduction to Modern Cryptography Aug 25 2019 Now the
most used texbook for introductory cryptography courses in both
mathematics and computer science, the Third Edition builds upon
previous editions by offering several new sections, topics, and
exercises. The authors present the core principles of modern
cryptography, with emphasis on formal definitions, rigorous
proofs of security.
The Demon-Haunted World Jan 29 2020 A prescient warning of
a future we now inhabit, where fake news stories and Internet
conspiracy theories play to a disaffected American populace “A
glorious book . . . A spirited defense of science . . . From the first
page to the last, this book is a manifesto for clear thought.”—Los
Angeles Times How can we make intelligent decisions about our
increasingly technology-driven lives if we don’t understand the
difference between the myths of pseudoscience and the testable
hypotheses of science? Pulitzer Prize-winning author and
distinguished astronomer Carl Sagan argues that scientific
thinking is critical not only to the pursuit of truth but to the very
well-being of our democratic institutions. Casting a wide net
through history and culture, Sagan examines and authoritatively
debunks such celebrated fallacies of the past as witchcraft, faith
healing, demons, and UFOs. And yet, disturbingly, in today's socalled information age, pseudoscience is burgeoning with stories
of alien abduction, channeling past lives, and communal
hallucinations commanding growing attention and respect. As
Sagan demonstrates with lucid eloquence, the siren song of
unreason is not just a cultural wrong turn but a dangerous plunge
into darkness that threatens our most basic freedoms. Praise for
The Demon-Haunted World “Powerful . . . A stirring defense of
informed rationality. . . Rich in surprising information and
beautiful writing.”—The Washington Post Book World
“Compelling.”—USA Today “A clear vision of what good science
means and why it makes a difference. . . . A testimonial to the
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power of science and a warning of the dangers of unrestrained
credulity.”—The Sciences “Passionate.”—San Francisco
Examiner-Chronicle
Indra's Pearls Feb 09 2021 Felix Klein, one of the great
nineteenth-century geometers, rediscovered in mathematics an
idea from Eastern philosophy: the heaven of Indra contained a net
of pearls, each of which was reflected in its neighbour, so that the
whole Universe was mirrored in each pearl. Klein studied
infinitely repeated reflections and was led to forms with multiple
co-existing symmetries. For a century these ideas barely existed
outside the imagination of mathematicians. However in the 1980s
the authors embarked on the first computer exploration of Klein's
vision, and in doing so found many further extraordinary images.
Join the authors on the path from basic mathematical ideas to the
simple algorithms that create the delicate fractal filigrees, most of
which have never appeared in print before. Beginners can follow
the step-by-step instructions for writing programs that generate
the images. Others can see how the images relate to ideas at the
forefront of research.
Developing Mathematical Proficiency for Elementary
Instruction Aug 18 2021 The need to improve the mathematical
proficiency of elementary teachers is well recognized, and it has
long been of interest to educators and researchers in the U.S. and
many other countries. But the specific proficiencies that
elementary teachers need and the process of developing and
improving them remain only partially conceptualized and not well
validated empirically. To improve this situation, national
workshops were organized at Texas A&M University to generate
focused discussions about this important topic, with participation
of mathematicians, mathematics educators and teachers.
Developing Mathematical Proficiency for Elementary Instruction
is a collection of articles that grew out of those exciting crossdisciplinary exchanges. Developing Mathematical Proficiency for
Elementary Instruction is organized to probe the specifics of
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mathematical proficiency that are important to elementary
teachers during two separate but inter-connected professional
stages: as pre-service teachers in a preparation program, and as
in-service teachers teaching mathematics in elementary
classrooms. From this rich and inspiring collection, readers may
better understand, and possibly rethink, their own practices and
research in empowering elementary teachers mathematically and
pedagogically, as educators or researchers.
Algebra I Workbook For Dummies Apr 13 2021 From signed
numbers to story problems — calculate equations with ease
Practice is the key to improving your algebra skills, and that's
what this workbook is all about. This hands-on guide focuses on
helping you solve the many types of algebra problems you'll
encounter in a focused, step-by-step manner. With just enough
refresher explanations before each set of problems, this workbook
shows you how to work with fractions, exponents, factoring,
linear and quadratic equations, inequalities, graphs, and more!
100s of problems! Hundreds of practice exercises and helpful
explanations Explanations mirror teaching methods and
classroom protocols Focused, modular content presented in stepby-step lessons Practice on hundreds of Algebra I problems
Review key concepts and formulas Get complete answer
explanations for all problems
Verbal Behavior Nov 08 2020
Euclidean Geometry in Mathematical Olympiads Dec 30
2019 This is a challenging problem-solving book in Euclidean
geometry, assuming nothing of the reader other than a good deal
of courage. Topics covered included cyclic quadrilaterals, power
of a point, homothety, triangle centers; along the way the reader
will meet such classical gems as the nine-point circle, the Simson
line, the symmedian and the mixtilinear incircle, as well as the
theorems of Euler, Ceva, Menelaus, and Pascal. Another part is
dedicated to the use of complex numbers and barycentric
coordinates, granting the reader both a traditional and
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computational viewpoint of the material. The final part consists of
some more advanced topics, such as inversion in the plane, the
cross ratio and projective transformations, and the theory of the
complete quadrilateral. The exposition is friendly and relaxed,
and accompanied by over 300 beautifully drawn figures. The
emphasis of this book is placed squarely on the problems. Each
chapter contains carefully chosen worked examples, which
explain not only the solutions to the problems but also describe in
close detail how one would invent the solution to begin with. The
text contains a selection of 300 practice problems of varying
difficulty from contests around the world, with extensive hints
and selected solutions. This book is especially suitable for
students preparing for national or international mathematical
olympiads or for teachers looking for a text for an honor class.
Concrete Mathematics: A Foundation for Computer Science
Jun 27 2022
Math in Society Dec 22 2021 Math in Society is a survey of
contemporary mathematical topics, appropriate for a college-level
topics course for liberal arts major, or as a general quantitative
reasoning course.This book is an open textbook; it can be read
free online at http://www.opentextbookstore.com/mathinsociety/.
Editable versions of the chapters are available as well.
Four Colors Suffice Jun 03 2020 On October 23, 1852, Professor
Augustus De Morgan wrote a letter to a colleague, unaware that
he was launching one of the most famous mathematical
conundrums in history--one that would confound thousands of
puzzlers for more than a century. This is the amazing story of how
the map problem was solved. The problem posed in the letter
came from a former student: What is the least possible number of
colors needed to fill in any map (real or invented) so that
neighboring counties are always colored differently? This
deceptively simple question was of minimal interest to
cartographers, who saw little need to limit how many colors they
used. But the problem set off a frenzy among professional
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mathematicians and amateur problem solvers, among them Lewis
Carroll, an astronomer, a botanist, an obsessive golfer, the Bishop
of London, a man who set his watch only once a year, a California
traffic cop, and a bridegroom who spent his honeymoon coloring
maps. In their pursuit of the solution, mathematicians painted
maps on doughnuts and horseshoes and played with patterned
soccer balls and the great rhombicuboctahedron. It would be
more than one hundred years (and countless colored maps) later
before the result was finally established. Even then, difficult
questions remained, and the intricate solution--which involved no
fewer than 1,200 hours of computer time--was greeted with as
much dismay as enthusiasm. Providing a clear and elegant
explanation of the problem and the proof, Robin Wilson tells how
a seemingly innocuous question baffled great minds and
stimulated exciting mathematics with far-flung applications. This
is the entertaining story of those who failed to prove, and those
who ultimately did prove, that four colors do indeed suffice to
color any map.
Leading with Cultural Intelligence Jun 15 2021 What is CQ?
And why do leaders need it in our increasingly connected world?
Following Directions Apr 01 2020 Develop students? listening,
critical-thinking, and comprehension skills! Includes 33 activities
for learning the difference between listening and hearing, using
directions, understanding test instructions, and much more
Targets special needs and ESL students Highlights key listening
strategies and extension activities in teacher notes
Mathematics and Computation Aug 30 2022 An introduction to
computational complexity theory, its connections and interactions
with mathematics, and its central role in the natural and social
sciences, technology, and philosophy Mathematics and
Computation provides a broad, conceptual overview of
computational complexity theory—the mathematical study of
efficient computation. With important practical applications to
computer science and industry, computational complexity theory
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has evolved into a highly interdisciplinary field, with strong links
to most mathematical areas and to a growing number of scientific
endeavors. Avi Wigderson takes a sweeping survey of complexity
theory, emphasizing the field’s insights and challenges. He
explains the ideas and motivations leading to key models, notions,
and results. In particular, he looks at algorithms and complexity,
computations and proofs, randomness and interaction, quantum
and arithmetic computation, and cryptography and learning, all
as parts of a cohesive whole with numerous cross-influences.
Wigderson illustrates the immense breadth of the field, its beauty
and richness, and its diverse and growing interactions with other
areas of mathematics. He ends with a comprehensive look at the
theory of computation, its methodology and aspirations, and the
unique and fundamental ways in which it has shaped and will
further shape science, technology, and society. For further
reading, an extensive bibliography is provided for all topics
covered. Mathematics and Computation is useful for
undergraduate and graduate students in mathematics, computer
science, and related fields, as well as researchers and teachers in
these fields. Many parts require little background, and serve as
an invitation to newcomers seeking an introduction to the theory
of computation. Comprehensive coverage of computational
complexity theory, and beyond High-level, intuitive exposition,
which brings conceptual clarity to this central and dynamic
scientific discipline Historical accounts of the evolution and
motivations of central concepts and models A broad view of the
theory of computation's influence on science, technology, and
society Extensive bibliography
A Brief on Tensor Analysis May 15 2021 In this text which
gradually develops the tools for formulating and manipulating the
field equations of Continuum Mechanics, the mathematics of
tensor analysis is introduced in four, well-separated stages, and
the physical interpretation and application of vectors and tensors
are stressed throughout. This new edition contains more
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exercises. In addition, the author has appended a section on
Differential Geometry.
Middle School Math with Pizzazz!: E. Ratio and proportion;
Percent; Statistics and graphs; Probability; Integers;
Coordinate graphing; Equations Sep 30 2022
Paper Towns Sep 18 2021 Quentin Jacobson has spent a lifetime
loving Margo Roth Spiegelman from afar. So when she cracks
open a window and climbs into his life - dressed like a ninja and
summoning him for an ingenious campaign of revenge - he
follows. After their all-nighter ends, Q arrives at school to
discover that Margo has disappeared.
Let's Play Math Jan 11 2021
Principles and Practice in Second Language Acquisition Jul
05 2020 The present volume examines the relationship between
second language practice and what is known about the process of
second language acquisition, summarising the current state of
second language acquisition theory, drawing general conclusions
about its application to methods and materials and describing
what characteristics effective materials should have. The author
concludes that a solution to language teaching lies not so much in
expensive equipment, exotic new methods, or sophisticated
language analysis, but rather in the full utilisation of the most
important resources - native speakers of the language - in real
communication.
Math from Three to Seven Mar 25 2022 This book is a
captivating account of a professional mathematician's experiences
conducting a math circle for preschoolers in his apartment in
Moscow in the 1980s. As anyone who has taught or raised young
children knows, mathematical education for little kids is a real
mystery. What are they capable of? What should they learn first?
How hard should they work? Should they even "work" at all?
Should we push them, or just let them be? There are no correct
answers to these questions, and the author deals with them in
classic math-circle style: he doesn't ask and then answer a
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question, but shows us a problem--be it mathematical or
pedagogical--and describes to us what happened. His book is a
narrative about what he did, what he tried, what worked, what
failed, but most important, what the kids experienced. This book
does not purport to show you how to create precocious high
achievers. It is just one person's story about things he tried with a
half-dozen young children. Mathematicians, psychologists,
educators, parents, and everybody interested in the intellectual
development in young children will find this book to be an
invaluable, inspiring resource. In the interest of fostering a
greater awareness and appreciation of mathematics and its
connections to other disciplines and everyday life, MSRI and the
AMS are publishing books in the Mathematical Circles Library
series as a service to young people, their parents and teachers,
and the mathematics profession. Titles in this series are copublished with the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute
(MSRI).
The Pigman Jun 23 2019 One of the best-selling young adult
books of all time, written by Pulitzer Prize-winning author Paul
Zindel. John Conlan is nicknamed “The Bathroom Bomber” after
setting off firecrackers in the boys’ bathroom 23 times without
ever getting caught. John and his best friend, Lorraine, can never
please their parents, and school is a chore. To pass the time, they
play pranks on unsuspecting people and it's during one of these
pranks that they meet the “Pigman.” In spite of themselves, John
and Lorraine soon get caught up in Mr. Pignati’s zest for life. In
fact, they become so involved that they begin to destroy the only
corner of the world that has ever mattered to them. Can they stop
before it’s too late?'
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